
Lesson Plan Storyboard Artist

Task 1 - Write an original extract
Ask the pupils to choose their favourite part of the story,  for example when Goldilocks tries the porridge.  Instruct them to re-write
that section as if they were the original author.  They can change a few things to make it original, however they must make sure the
basic story stays the same.  For example, the porridge could be treacle pancakes and Goldilocks could be a moody teenager
instead of a sweet little girl.  The more imaginative the better!

Worksheet 1
Fill in the worksheet.  Draw the characters using BIC KIDS Visa Felt Tip Pens and then fill in the information.
Advanced Difficulty -  Challenge their ideas about the story and ask the children to draw the characters using a different style or 
genre.  Horror, Manga,  Sci-Fi, Action, Adventure and Fantasy are all good examples to use.

Storyboard
Ask the children to storyboard their original extract from task 1.  Keep it simple, the scene should have no more than 4 steps.
For example, Step 1 - Goldilocks walks into the kitchen and sees the porridge.  2 - She tastes Daddy’s porridge.  3 - She tastes
Mummy’s porridge.  4 - She eats all of Baby’s porridge. 

Make the characters out of plasticine and animate the storyboard using tablets and a stopmotion
app.  Make a background using a decorated cardboard box.  Alternatively invite InspirEd Workshops
into your school to run an animation workshop using this lesson plan. 

Design, illustrate and write a newspaper front page highlighting the Goldilocks story.

The storyboard template can be used during other lessons to.  Why not use it as a useful teaching
tool.

Create a storyboard sequence for an original hand written extract
inspired by ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’

BIC KIDS Visa Felt Tip Pens.
Plain paper or notebook.
The attached worksheets.

Print out the worksheet and storyboard template.
One per child or one between two.
(If you plan to create an animation put the children in
groups of 2-4).
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Follow on Activities

Re-work a well known story so that it has original elements in the form
of a hand written extract.
Design and draw illustrated characters based on a well known story.
Advanced Difficulty - Drawn characters in the style of a chosen genre or style. 
Completed a 4 step storyboard.

Read the story, ‘Goldilocks and the Three Bears’.

Discover Teachers Corner at: www.bickids.co.uk



Worksheet Storyboard Artist

The Bears

Goldilocks

Name:

Age:

Likes:

Dislikes:

Name:

Age:

Likes:

Dislikes:

Name:

Age:

Likes:

Dislikes:

Name:
Age:

Likes:

Dislikes:

Draw Goldilocks and the three bears in the empty boxes below.  Complete the sheet by filling in the information. 

Discover Teachers Corner at: www.bickids.co.uk
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StoryboardStoryboard Artist

Step 1

Step 2 Step 3

Step 4

Write and draw the steps in your story
Write speech here

Write a description of what’s happening here.

Draw what’s happening here.
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